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Mat���a�s

Yarn approx. 22 g sports weight (#2) cotton yarn (50 g / 125
m)
small amount of contrasting color for I-Cord

Hook 2,5 mm hook or hook size that suits your tension

Yarn needle

Scissors

Ga�g� is not crucial for this pattern

Ab��ev���i��s

st(s) stitch(es)

sl slip stitch

ch(s) chain(s)

sc single crochet

hdc half double crochet

hdc CL half double crochet cluster

BL back loop

sp space

[ ] square brackets instructions in square brackets are worked the
number of times stated

( ) parentheses instructions in parentheses are worked into the same
stitch / same location
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Spe���� Sti��h��

hdc CL half double crochet cluster (2 half double crochets
made in one stitch and crocheted together) [yarn over,
insert hook in indicated stitch,  yarn over and pull up a
loop] twice, yarn over and pull through all 5 loops on
the hook

Starting hdc CL insert hook in indicated stitch, yarn over and pull up a
loop (ch1 made), lengthen the loop a bit, yarn over,
insert hook in same stitch yarn over and pull up a loop,
yarn over and pull through all 3 loops on hook
Note: I think this stitch looks much neater when it’s
done with a „bigger“ ch1. But of course you also can
substitute the first hdc with a ch2 as it is normally
done.

Not��
The pattern uses US terminology throughout

The pattern is worked in joined rounds, so do not turn your work
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Pat���n

chain 20

Round 1
- starting chs count as first hdc

(hdc, ch1, 2 hdc) in 3rd chain from hook
hdc  in next 16 sts
(2 hdc, ch1, 2 hdc) in last chain
turn your work clockwise
hdc in next 16 sts
sl to first ch2
40 hdc, 2 ch1 spaces

Round 2
- starting chs count as first hdc

ch2 and hdc in the same st
2 hdc in next st
(hdc, ch1, hdc) in ch1 space
2 hdc in each of the next 2 sts ( don‘t skip hidden stitch)
hdc in next 16 sts
2 hdc in each each of the next 2 sts
(hdc, ch1, hdc) in ch1 space
2 hdc in each of the next 2 sts
hdc in next 16 sts
sl to beginning ch2
52 hdc, 2 ch1 spaces

Round 3
- all sts are worked in BL
- starting chs count as first hdc

Ch2, hdc in next 4 sts
hdc in ch1 sp
hdc in next 26 sts
hdc in ch1 sp
hdc  in next 21 sts
Sl to beginning ch2
54 BL hdc
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Round 4
Starting hdc CL
[Ch1, skip 1 st,  hdc CL in next st] 26 times
Ch1, skip next st and sl in first stitch
27 hdc CL, 27 ch1 spaces

Round 5
sl in ch1 space
ch1 an sc in same ch1 space
[ch1, skip next st and sc in next ch1 space)  26 times
ch1, skip next  st and sl to first sc
27 sc, 27 ch1 spaces

Round 6
Starting hdc CL in first st (with the sl)
[ch1, skip next st, hdc CL in next sc] 26 times
ch1, skip next st and sl to first st
27 hdc CL, 27 ch1 spaces

Round 7
Repeat round 5

Round 8
Repeat round 6

Repeat rounds 7 and 8 six more times and round 5 once. Fasten off and weave in
the ends.

I-Cor�
Step 1: Start with a slip knot on the hook and ch 2, Insert hook in first ch yarn over
and pull up a loop (two loops on hook)
Step 2: remove hook from first loop (hold it tight and be careful not to unravel it)
yarn over and ch1 (through second loop)
Step 3: Insert hook in first loop again, yarn over and  ch1

Repeat steps 2 and 3 until you reach the desired length (mine is about 43 cm
long)
With both loops on hook yarn over and pull through both loops at once, fasten off.
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Tip: when removing the hook from the first loop I used a thin double pointed
knitting needle. So my loop was safe and I was able to keep my stitches tight.

If you are not familiar with making an I-Cord you will find a great tutorial
(including a video) at Heart Hook Home.
The tutorial shows an I-Cord made from three loops but since the main steps are
identical,  it might be helpful.

Weave the finished I-Cord through the last round of hdc Cluster.

Insert a soap bar and enjoy!l
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https://hearthookhome.com/how-to-crochet-i-cord/


Although this pattern is for free, please respect my copyright!
This pattern is my intellectual property, so please do not claim it as your own. You
may print a copy of this pattern for your own use but please don’t alter, distribute
or sell it. If you like to share this pattern just link to my Ravelry account or my
blog.
You may sell items made from this pattern in small quantities but no permission
is given for mass production. Thank you!
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